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What if a jaguar and a skunk had a fight? Who do you think would win?
Check out our other Minecraft Notebooks and get yours today! Click author name above and find the perfect one!
A Blazing Hot New Series By Best Selling Author, Justin B. Harrison! The Nether is also known as the hell that exists in the world
of Minecraftia. It is the second most dangerous place in the entire world. Miners and others fear to go to this dimension because of
the cruel creatures that live in this place. A ton of lava and many Blazes live inside of this nightmarish realm. But they are
wrong..... Let's see what happens when a 12 year old girl decides to enter the Nether..... Please remember that we are not
associated with the creators of the game Minecraft. Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2013 Mojang / Notch
Minecraft Diary of a Wimpy Blaze Which is the most awesome mob of all in Minecraft? Of course it's the Blaze. Made from
mystical Blaze rods; the Blaze lives in the unbelievable Nether realm, hidden away from the reach of the average player. Join
Flambe the extraordinary Blaze in the Minecraft Diary of a Wimpy Blaze to find out more about the exhilarating life of a normal
Blaze. Flambe has a healthy amount of curiosity which makes it exceedingly easy for him to find new, exciting adventures in the
magnificent Nether realm. Bored and looking for something thrilling, this little Blaze stumbles upon one of the best discoveries
ever! The Minecraft Diary of a Wimpy Blaze shows you the exciting things which happen, on the other side and highlights how
ruthless Blazes can be. Get your copy now!"
This Minecraft story is 10,000 words long with pictures to accompany the story. Enter the life of a Minecraft blaze! What do blazes
do? What do they think about? How do they act when no one is watching? Read this Minecraft story today to learn more about this
one particular bad blaze. He is a bit of a rebel and a trouble maker. Let's hope he doesn't burn the whole world down. Disclaimer:
This book is a work of fanfiction; it is not an official Minecraft book. It is not endorsed, authorized, licensed, sponsored, or
supported by Mojang AB, Microsoft Corp. or any other entity owning or controlling rights to the Minecraft name, trademarks or
copyrights. Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2015 Mojang / Notch / Microsoft *** Tags: kids books, minecraft handbook, minecraft,
minecraft books,minecraft free, minecraft games, minecraft secrets handbook, minecraft xbox, minecraft tips, minecraft game,
minecraft story book, Minecraft Steve series, free kids books, minecraft handbook free, minecraft comics, minecraft books for kids
(Minecraft Kids Book, Minecraft Secrets, Minecraft Stories, Minecraft Book, Minecraft Villagers, Minecraft Books for Kids and
Teens)
GENRE: Children's Adventure (An Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen) Book 1: Life in the Nether Do you ever
wonder what it is like to live as a spiteful mob when you don't have a spiteful bone in your body? What about what is like to live
with no torso, and rods for limbs? Well, meet Rupert. Rupert is a semi-shy, totally sweet soul in the body of a blaze. That's right! A
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fire hurling, whirling, nightmare mob from the Nether. Being sweet on the inside doesn't always translate when your nervousness
cause fire to spew from your body. Rupert is stuck with no friends and a pack of bullies tormenting his days and all because he
doesn't want to be mean, and yet, he can't exactly be nice. Day after day Rupert argues with his bullies, and he lights fire to the
people and mobs he wants to get to know. Then, one day, just when Rupert has given up hope, he comes across someone who is
in trouble. This someone is going to change the life of our friendly blaze, but how? Book 2: Escape the Nether Rupert and Molly
take a leap of faith right into a brand new world. They are met with many wonders like snow, trees, and bunny rabbits. If only they
knew what to call these brand new sights. Rupert and Molly face their own unique obstacles as they set out to explore their new
domain. Rupert sets almost everything he touches on fire, and Molly floats in this new atmosphere. Rupert has to tie her to him to
keep her safe. The two inseparable friends from the Nether are about to explore forests and ravines, and make a go of Overworld
living. It can't be that hard, can it? What happens when their new life outside of the red toned lava jungle doesn't turn out to be all
that wonderful? Book 3: Attack of the Zombie Pigmen Circumstance, and a lifetime of unexpected events have led Rupert and
Molly back to their native land of the Nether. Just as the two best friends are feeling back at home, they hear the distress calls of
an unfamiliar voice. The calls bring them to a group of zombie pigmen threatening one of their own. Molly and Rupert react by
getting the small zombie pigman to safety and vowing to protect him. Leroy is on the outs with his mob for a daring decision to
save Steve. To them, he has turned his back on his family. To him, well, he was just trying to do the right thing. A feeling Rupert
knows well. The zombie pigmen close in on the trio and threaten to harm Leroy. His new friends Rupert and Molly fiercely protect
him and Rupert comes up with a genius plan to gain back the zombie pigmen's trust toward Leroy. The plan involves Steve, and a
daring speech that could jeopardize all three of these lovable outcasts. What will happen to Rupert, Molly, and Leroy as they stand
up for what is right in a world that seems so upside down? Author's Note: These short stories are for your reading pleasure. The
characters in this "Minecraft Adventure Series" such as Steve, Endermen or Herobrine...etc are based on the Minecraft Game
coming from Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2013 Mojang / Notch
Everybody knows, and maybe even loves, a microgenre. Plague romances and mommy memoirs. Nudie-cutie movies, Nazi
zombies, and dinosaur erotica. Baby burlesks, Minecraft fiction, grindcore, premature ejaculation poetry...microgenres come in all
varieties and turn up in every form of media under the sun, tailor-made for enthusiasts of all walks of life. Coming into use in the
last decade or so, the term "microgenre" classifies increasingly niche-marketed worlds in popular music, fiction, television, and the
Internet. Netflix has recently highlighted our fascination with the ultra-niche genre with hilariously specific classifications -“independent supernatural dramedy featuring a strong female lead” – that can sometimes hit a little too close to home. Each
contribution in this collection introduces readers to a different microgenre, drawn from a range of historical periods and from a
variety of media. The Microgenre presents a previously untreated point of cultural curiosity, revealing the profound truth that
humanity's desire to classify is often only matched by the unsustainability of the obscure and hyper-specific. It also affirms, in
colorful detail, what most people suspect but have trouble fathoming in an increasingly homogenized and commercial West: that
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imaginative projects are just that, imaginative, diverse, and sometimes completely and hilariously inexplicable.
A Minecraft Zombie going to school? Yes, all zombies go to school and now you'll have all the diaries of Ugh the Zombie in one
book! Why did Ugh attend summer class? Do zombies even go to school? What do they teach in a monster school? Discover his
adventures and misadventures first as a student in a summer class and as he moves on to a zombie middle class. Find out who
are his friends and what is it like to have a witch, a pigman and other mobs for a teacher. In this Minecraft book you'll enjoy the
following stories: Book 1: My Teacher is a Skeleton Book 2: My Science Teacher is A Witch Book 3: My Gym Teacher is a Blaze
Book 4: My Home Economics Teacher is a Pigman Book 5: My English Substitute Teacher Book 6: My Woodshop Teacher is an
Enderman An Unofficial Minecraft Diary Book for Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen / Thrilling Minecraft Adventure / Minecraft Novel THIS
MINECRAFT ADVENTURE STORY IS A MUST READ FOR MINECRAFT FANS ESPECIALLY FOR KIDS AGE 5-7 , 6-8 , 8-10 ,
9-12 , THIS EXCITING MINECRAFT BOOKS IS MADE for ages 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and older. MOTIVATE YOUR 8 YEAR OLD
BOYS AND GIRLS OR MINECRAFT KIDS AGES 9-12 TO READ WITH THIS EXCITING STORY. GET YOUR COPY NOW!!! This
unofficial Minecraft book is not authorized, endorsed or sponsored by Microsoft Corp., Mojang AB, Notch Development AB or any
other person or entity owning or controlling the rights of the Minecraft name, trademark or copyrights. All characters, names,
places and other aspects of the game described herein are trademarked and owned by their respective owners. Minecraft®/ /TM &
©2009-2016 Mojang/Notch.
Blazes should not play with fireworks! Benjamin, is a young Blaze that lives in the Ender Dragon's Fortress. His Dad is a guard, who lives to
protect the Ender Dragon. However, Benjamin's world is turned upside down when he accidentally blows up the Ender Dragon's tower with a
firework! Will he manage to keep the secret, or will the Dragon imprison him forever? Diary of a Minecraft Blaze is perfect for Minecraft fans of
all ages. Ever wonder what it would be like to experience Minecraft from the INSIDE? Well, now you can!In the fifth story of this hilarious
Minecraft adventure series, Benjamin the Blaze records his experiences of life as a Blaze, and his struggle to keep his secret safe.Follow
Benjamin as he makes important discoveries like: * Blazes should not handle fireworks! * Ghasts are quite good at keeping secrets.* The
Ender Dragon is pretty scary, but he's not all that bad! * Can you really trust the ones sworn to protect you? * And much, MUCH more!
Minecraft - Diary of a Minecraft BlazeLegendary Minecraft Diary. an Unnoficial Minecraft Kids Fantasy BooksCreatespace Independent
Publishing Platform
GENRE: Children's Adventure (An Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen) Rupert and Molly take a leap of faith right into a
brand new world. They are met with many wonders like snow, trees, and bunny rabbits. If only they knew what to call these brand new sights.
Rupert and Molly face their own unique obstacles as they set out to explore their new domain. Rupert sets almost everything he touches on
fire, and Molly floats in this new atmosphere. Rupert has to tie her to him to keep her safe. The two inseparable friends from the Nether are
about to explore forests and ravines, and make a go of Overworld living. It can't be that hard, can it? What happens when their new life
outside of the red toned lava jungle doesn't turn out to be all that wonderful? Other books in the Diary of a Lonely Blaze series Book 1: Life in
the Nether Book 3: Attack of the Zombie Pigmen Author's Note: This short story is for your reading pleasure. The characters in this "Minecraft
Adventure Series" such as Steve, Endermen or Herobrine...etc are based on the Minecraft Game coming from Minecraft (r)/TM & (c)
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2009-2013 Mojang / Notc
Tired of eating only eyeballs and ketchup, a horrible king sends his four monster chefs out to find something different for him to eat, with
surprising results.
"This unofficial Minecraft novel is an original work of fan fiction which is not sanctioned nor approved by the makers of Minecraft."--Title page
verso.
Ever wondered how the life of a Minecraft Blaze would be? In this book, you will meet a Minecraft Blaze and get to know if Blazes are any
different than us. Do they have a heart? Do they have feelings? Well, only a Blaze could answer this question! If you are a Minecraft fanatic,
you would definitely want to know more about what it takes to be a Minecraft Blaze. This diary written by a Minecraft Blaze will help you
uncover the many secrets and mysteries related to the Blaze's life.
Ever heard the story of a Villager Weapon Smith? Experience the daily life of a very special Villager Weapon Smith. What kind of mischief will
he get into? Will the unlikely friend that he makes get him into trouble? This diary book is a great read or gift for a Minecraft lover of any age!
Twelve year old Zack Zombie is back for another hilarious and exciting Minecraft adventure. This time Zack is up against some of the
meanest and scary mob bullies at school. Will he be able to stop the mob bullies from terrorising him and his friends, and make it back in one
piece?

Provides readers with tips, techniques, and strategies for playing Minecraft, including how to construct a shelter, furnish
buildings, manage farms, craft and enchant items, and create redstone projects.
Minecraft Diary of a Steve: Steve's Survival Guide on the World of Minecraft Today only, get Minecraft Diary of a Steve:
Steve's Survival Guide on the World of Minecraft. Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device.This book
contains proven steps and strategies on how to Survive and Thrive in the wonderful and hazardous world of
Minecraft!Look into the pages of a mysterious-looking diary found somewhere deep within the rainforests. What do you
find? A treasure trove of information! Get comprehensive information on enemy behavior! Learn to craft important, useful,
and fun items! Know about all the secret places hidden in every corner of the world! Discover unique tactics to fool your
foes, reach greater heights, and make the most out of your gear! All wrapped in a fun and exciting story filled with action,
friendship, loss, funny shenanigans, and an adventure bigger than life! Playing, just playing is fun! No doubt about it. But
if you are an intelligent player, you'll need to make some preparations before playing the game. You need to figure out
what it takes to survive the game and be good at it. This Diary is what you're looking for. Come on and find a little time to
read this book. Well, you've already started reading. Very good choice! You'll be better off with a guide book like this.
Discover the secrets of finding diamonds and crafting the best weapons and armors. Give this a try and you'll see the
difference. You can tell your playing buddies later. Be the first to discover Steve Stevenson's secret in "Minecraft Diary:
Steve's Survival Guide in the World of Minecraft".This book is written in a conversational tone to make it more
approachable and fun for children wanting to learn what they should do when they play the game. It is in a form of a diary
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written by Steve, the game's protagonist. This book does not give every detail in the game and its crafting system so that
your child can still explore and discover the world and crafting system on their own. This will help challenge their
cognitive skills and allow them to have fun at the same time. So what are you waiting for? Get ready and jump into
Minecraft Diary of a Steve: Steve's Survival Guide on the World of Minecraft!Selected Amazon Reviews"This book is
awesome !I really liked the story !I feel like playing Minecraft right now because I liked this make up story", Doochul
Shin"Yay! This book is great for beginner Minecrafter's I learned so much from it I am glad I read that book!",
AmberDownload your copy today!Tags: minecraft free books, minecraft books, minecraft pocket edition, minecraft
handbook, minecraft app, minecraft comics, minecraft books for kids, minecraft diary, minecraft blaze, minecraft
adventures, minecraft kindle, minecraft with pictures, minecraft for kids 9-12, minecraft books for kids age 7, minecraft
books for kids the complete minecraft book series, minecraft guide, unofficial minecraft book, minecraft books, minecraft
handbook, minecraft diary, minecraft books for kids, unofficial minecraft books, minecraft diary books
Three Minecraft Adventures that will blow your mind! Story 1: Spron and Stanley are brothers. They are shulkers and
they grew up in the End, a dark cave. The other shulkers live close to them. Everything seems to go well, until they get
attacked by a dangerous zombie pigman. Stanley disappears, and Spron is left behind with a puzzling question: Did his
brother betray him? And where did that filthy pigman go? Follow the story of this brave shulker who leaves the End, talks
to a bird, and takes on the challenge with the pigman in the depths of the Nether. Story 2: When Rana finds a funny hat
and tries it on, she cannot believe what is happening to her. The hat grants her the power to do certain things frogs do,
but in a better way. Not much later, she concludes that her powers give her the task and privilege to protect her fellow
citizens, no matter how young she is. She takes on evil criminals that terrorize the city and endangers her life for the
good of others. Curious yet? Read more about this clever supergirl now! Story 3: When Vicar and Aelis get married,
everything seems peachy. Vicar continues his job as a cobbler, and the villagers accept Aelis into their circles. But
suddenly, a blaze attacks their town and burns down their house. Desperate for protection and a little bit for revenge, the
two decide to go against the popular opinion and set out on a quest to kill the blaze once and for all. Find out more about
their adventures by reading this dramatic, thrilling Minecraft story. Keywords: Minecraft books, Minecraft book, Minecraft
journal, Minecraft journals, Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Diary, Minecraft storybook, Minecraft stories, Minecraft epic tales,
Minecraft epic, Minecraft tales, Minecraft tale, Minecraft journal book, Minecraft legend, Minecraft legends, Minecraft
stories, Minecraft tales, Minecraft tale, Minecraft legendary, Minecraft epic, Epic Minecraft, Minecraft Nether, Minecraft
Shulker, Minecraft Nether diary, Minecraft shulker story, Minecraft shulker diary, Minecraft pigman, Minecraft pigmen,
Minecraft pigman diary, Minecraft Nether story, Minecraft Rana, Minecraft frog, Minecraft Rana diary, diary of a Minecraft
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Rana, minecraft frogs, diary of a Minecraft girl, Minecraft girls, Minecrat girl, Minecraft girl diary, Minecraft girl diaries,
Minecraft superpowers, Minecraft superpower, Minecraft superhero, Minecraft women, Minecraft woman, Minecraft
heroine, Minecraft hero, Minecraft heroines, Minecraft hero diary, Minecraft superhero, Minecraft blaze, Minecraft quest,
Minecraft adventure, Minecraft villagers
Ever wonder what it would be like to be a Wimpy Blaze? In this hilarious Minecraft adventure series, we get to read the
diary of a Wimpy Blaze. Are Blazes really different from us? You'll be surprised at what you discover. So, jump into this
Minecraft adventure and find out! Diary of a Wimpy Blaze is a must-read for gaming fans of all ages!
Ever wondered how the life of a Minecraft Blaze would be?In this book, you will meet a Minecraft Blaze and get to know if
Blazes are any different than us. Do they have a heart? Do they have feelings? Well, only a Blaze could answer this
question! If you are a Minecraft fanatic, you would definitely want to know more about what it takes to be a Minecraft
Blaze. This diary written by a Minecraft Blaze will help you uncover the many secrets and mysteries related to the Blaze's
life.
In the thrilling sequel to the New York Times bestselling novel Minecraft: The Island, a stranded hero stumbles upon
another castaway—and discovers that teamwork might just be the secret to survival. Wandering a vast, icy tundra, the
explorer has never felt more alone. Is there anything out here? Did I do the right thing by leaving the safety of my island?
Should I give up and go back? So many questions, and no time to ponder—not when dark is falling and dangerous mobs
are on the horizon. Gurgling zombies and snarling wolves lurk in the night, and they’re closing in. With nowhere to hide,
the lone traveler flees up a mountain, trapped and out of options . . . until a mysterious figure arrives, fighting off the
horde singlehandedly. The unexpected savior is Summer, a fellow castaway and master of survival in these frozen
wastes. Excited to find another person in this strange, blocky world, the explorer teams up with Summer, whose
impressive mountain fortress as a safe haven . . . for now. But teamwork is a new skill for two people used to working
alone. If they want to make it home, they will have to learn to work together—or risk losing everything.
3 Books, 3 times more fun! Story 1: Brenda and Britney are best friends, but when they begin to argue, there is no
stopping these two vengeful girls. They hate each other, and they are not afraid to show it. Eventually, Brenda becomes
so angry that she turns Britney's beloved animals into a zombie horse, a destructive, aggressive creature that terrorizes
the town and escapes into the mountains. Will they find the horse and restore what has been lost? Will they ever forgive
each other? Story 2: Alwyn is a little lonely in his tiny house in the northern part of the country. Snow is everywhere, and
he is bored out of his mind. His only buddy, Timber, a husky dog, keeps him company. But he still wants something else,
someone to talk to or play with in a different way. That's why Alwyn builds a snowman and makes it come alive. With a
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pumpkin on its head, the snowgolem leads him into dangerous places, and with his snowball-throwing skills, he is a
handy colleague on a life-threatening journey. Read about skeletons, ghasts, snow golems, and blazes in this actionpacked Minecraft adventure. Story 3: When an evil mage leaves the city hall and swears in his wrath that he will avenge
himself, Quedo and Arnoud are worried. They come up with a solution to the problem though: Iron golems. These friendly
giants will protect the civilians in Miner City from zombies or any other creatures, right? Or will they? Find out more about
these iron golems and what they mean to the people in this Minecraft city. Keywords: Minecraft books, Minecraft book,
Minecraft journal, Minecraft journals, Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Diary, Minecraft Horse, Minecraft horses, Minecraft
girls, Minecraft zombie horse, Minecraft zombies, Minecraft zombie animals, Minecraft girl, Minecraft Snow Golem,
Minecraft Dog, Minecraft Snowman, Minecraft Nether, Minecraft ghast, Minecraft ghasts, Minecraft skeletons, Minecraft
the Nether, Minecraft blaze, Minecraft blazes, Minecraft lava, Minecraft snow, Minecraft adventure diary, Minecraft iron
golem, Minecraft golem, Minecraft zombies, minecraft wolves, Minecraft wizard, minecraft witch, minecraft creepers,
Minecraft village, minecraf city, minecraft iron golems
Steve is a prince who has a charmed life, but when his father dies, his mother is forced to marry the evil Duke Herobrine.
Herobrine takes over the kingdom after Steve's mother passes as well and Steve is forced to be a servant to him for ten
years. When Steve finally has a chance to escape, he finds friends in a group of seven iron golems. But Herobrine has
other plans and poisons Steve. Knowing the only way to save him is to find his true love, the seven golems embark to
find her. Can Steve be awoken in time to reclaim his crown and take over as rightful ruler of the Overworld? Find out now
inside!
GENRE: Children's Adventure (An Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen)My name is Ugh, and I'm
finally in my last month of my all-monsters summer school. I had to sign up for three months of summer school because I
failed three classes in school last year. I already passed my history and science classes, but now I have to face my last
challenge: gym class. I always skipped gym class during the school year, but now I need to show up every day if I want
to pass the class and make it to middle school next year. This won't be easy because my gym teacher is a Blaze. Blazes
are known to be pretty hardcore, and I doubt that I can get away with slacking in this class. My best friends, Grunt and
Snow, won't even be there to help me because they'll be taking different classes this month. I'll have to make new friends
or go at this alone if I want to make it through the month. I'm just wondering if a Zombie like me has what it takes to get
through a gym class taught by a tough Blaze. I guess that I'll find out while I write this diary!Author's Note: This short
story is for your reading pleasure. The characters in this "Minecraft Adventure Series" such as Steve, Endermen or
Herobrine...etc are based on the Minecraft Game coming from Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2013 Mojang / Notch
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Elliot is the new School Captain, and his first act is to hold a School Fair Fundraiser. Each of the new clubs will host a
stall and compete to raise the most funds for Disadvantaged Wrestlers. But Bethany Blaze is still upset about being
beaten by Elliot at the school election, and sabotages the fair. With the fair falling to pieces and the fundraiser
competition escalating into an all-out brawl, can Elliot save the day? Will he finally triumph over Bethany? (Fingers
crossed!)
A couple in danger, a quest for vengeance and protection When Vicar and Aelis get married, everything seems peachy.
Vicar continues his job as a cobbler, and the villagers accept Aelis into their circles. But suddenly, a blaze attacks their
town and burns down their house. Desperate for protection and a little bit for revenge, the two decide to go against the
popular opinion and set out on a quest to kill the blaze once and for all. Find out more about their adventures by reading
this dramatic, thrilling Minecraft story. Keywords: Minecraft books, Minecraft book, Minecraft journal, Minecraft journals,
Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Diary, Minecraft storybook, Minecraft stories, Minecraft epic tales, Minecraft epic, Minecraft
tales, Minecraft tale, Minecraft blaze, Minecraft quest, Minecraft adventure, Minecraft villagers
Have you ever wondered what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie? Take a peek into the diary of twelve-year-old Zack
Zombie. He's just like you and me, only a little more green and a lot more DEAD! Join Zack on his rotten adventures with
the first 14 books of this best-selling series. Read as he and his friends take on school, camp, a body swap and even an
apocalypse! Not to mention bullies, girls and double dares. Urgh-Zack is doomed for sure. Bonus DIY Diary included-be
the author of your very own Diary of a Minecraft Zombie book!
Ever heard the story of a Minecraft Blaze? Experience the daily life of a very special Minecraft Blaze. What kind of
mischief will he get into? Will he be able to overcome his shortfalls? This diary book is a great read or gift for a Minecraft
lover of any age!
Read this humorous, illustrated chapter-book diary to discover how one determined little Minecraft slime cube overcomes
all obstacles to realize his greatest dream! What does Minecraft slime cube Slibertius—known as Bert—dream of
becoming? The best fashion designer in the entire Overworld! But it’s no easy feat to dress cubes that don’t have arms
or legs. In the pages of this unofficial Minecraft illustrated diary, you’ll read about this and other obstacles Bert must
overcome in pursuit of his dream, including some dangerous spiders and a witch who drives a hard bargain.
Minecraft Diary of a Wimpy Blaze Which is the most awesome mob of all in Minecraft? Of course it's the Blaze. Made
from mystical Blaze rods; the Blaze lives in the unbelievable Nether realm, hidden away from the reach of the average
player. Join Flamb the extraordinary Blaze in the Minecraft Diary of a Wimpy Blaze to find out more about the
exhilarating life of a normal Blaze. Flamb has a healthy amount of curiosity which makes it exceedingly easy for him to
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find new, exciting adventures in the magnificent Nether realm. Bored and looking for something thrilling, this little Blaze
stumbles upon one of the best discoveries ever! The Minecraft Diary of a Wimpy Blaze shows you the exciting things
which happen, on the other side and highlights how ruthless Blazes can be. Get your copy now!
There's a new kid at Zombie's middle school and everyone thinks he is so cool. But, is this new Mob kid as cool as
everyone thinks he is, or is he really a Minecraft Wolf in Sheep's clothing?
Survival is difficult in the perilous Nether and End dimensions, and you’ll need to up your game if you want to make it back to the
Overworld. The official Minecraft: Guide to the Nether & the End will teach you how to navigate the alien terrain, battle the native
mobs and find rare blocks and items. With insider info and tips from the experts at Mojang, this is the definitive guide to the Nether
and the End in Minecraft. This ebook is best viewed on a color device with a larger screen. Collect all of the official Minecraft
books: Minecraft: The Island Minecraft: The Crash Minecraft: The Lost Journals Minecraft: The Survivors’ Book of Secrets
Minecraft: Exploded Builds: Medieval Fortress Minecraft: Guide to Exploration Minecraft: Guide to Creative Minecraft: Guide to the
Nether & the End Minecraft: Guide to Redstone Minecraft: Mobestiary Minecraft: Guide to Enchantments & Potions Minecraft:
Guide to PVP Minigames Minecraft: Guide to Farming Minecraft: Let’s Build! Theme Park Adventure Minecraft for Beginners
Its school election time and one of the meanest girls in the school, Brittany Blaze, is running for school captain. If Brittany wins,
Elliot, his friends and the other not-so-popular kids are going to be in for a miserable time. The only way to stop Brittany is to run
against her in the election, but no-one is brave enough...except for Elliot. Brittany Blaze is at the top of the popularity food chain so
its going to take some serious effort to win over the whole school to guarantee victory. Running against Brittany is going to be the
easy part, but the odds are stacked against him. Can Elliot take down Brittany? Will he become the greatest school captain ever?
(Lets hope so.)
Ever wonder what it would be like to be a Minecraft Wither Skeleton? In this hilarious Minecraft adventure series, we get to read
the diary of a Minecraft Wither Skeleton. Are Wither Skeletons really different from us? You'll be surprised at what you discover.
So, jump into this Minecraft adventure and find out! Diary of a Minecraft Wither Skeleton is a must-read for any kid who loves
Minecraft. Kids ages 7+ can't wait to jump into to these Minecraft adventures!
A guy, a husky dog, and a snow golem... what a rare combination! Alwyn is a little lonely in his tiny house in the northern part of
the country. Snow is everywhere, and he is bored out of his mind. His only buddy, Timber, a husky dog, keeps him company. But
he still wants something else, someone to talk to or play with in a different way. That's why Alwyn builds a snowman and makes it
come alive. With a pumpkin on its head, the snowgolem leads him into dangerous places, and with his snowball-throwing skills, he
is a handy colleague on a life-threatening journey. Read about skeletons, ghasts, snow golems, and blazes in this action-packed
Minecraft adventure. Keywords: Minecraft books, Minecraft book, Minecraft journal, Minecraft journals, Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft
Diary, Minecraft Snow Golem, Minecraft Dog, Minecraft Snowman, Minecraft Nether, Minecraft ghast, Minecraft ghasts, Minecraft
skeletons, Minecraft the Nether, Minecraft blaze, Minecraft blazes, Minecraft lava, Minecraft snow, Minecraft adventure diary
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